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Getting an investment property loan has been hard lately. First, banks increased the benchmark

assessment rate to more than 7.25 per cent a year. The banks use this interest rate to calculate the

monthly principal-and-interest loan repayments on existing and proposed new debt to ensure it

is affordable.

However, home loan interest rates are well below this benchmark, with some fixed rates being as

low as 3.5 per cent a year.

Second, after some years of lax standards the banks have been undertaking almost forensic

inquiries into a borrower’s expenditure history to ascertain how much they spend. This includes

reviewing the last three months of bank statements to ensure every last cent is accounted for,

irrespective of whether it’s a discretionary expense or not. There have been stories of borrowers

having a loan application declined because they spent too much money on Uber Eats.

This tight credit environment has resulted in a nosedive in home loan volumes, particularly

investment loans.

Thankfully, the Hayne royal commission acknowledged that regulators had already taken

significant steps to improve lending standards and did not make any further recommendations in

this regard.

What’s more, the removal of caps last year and the fact that commissioner Kenneth Hayne did

not recommend further tightening has opened the door for the banks to adjust their lending

standards to a more normalised level.
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Since the beginning of this year, there have been signs the banks’ approach to lending is

loosening. Banks’ credit teams have been more willing to apply a reasonable, commonsense

approach to their assessments — certainly not in all situations, but in more cases than in 2018.

This week ANZ announced that it would increase the maximum loan-to-value ratio for the

acquisition of investment properties from 80 per cent to 90 per cent of the property’s value —

meaning investors required less of a  deposit. In addition, it will increase the maximum interest-

only period from five years to 10 years. This is the biggest sign to date that the banks will get back

to the business of lending again.

The tightening in credit standards was necessary as banks used to make very limited inquiries

into a borrower’s cash-flow position. Also, using a benchmark interest rate is important because

we don’t want people borrowing excessive amounts just because interest rates are historically low.

At some point, interest rates will rise and this must be factored in.

The area that banks must apply more common sense is assessing a borrower’s living expenses.

Banks must distinguish between basic non-discretionary expenses (such as insurance, utilities,

food, health and so on) and completely discretionary expenses. I might go out to dinner once a

week but if I was faced with a decision to either go to a restaurant or make the repayments on

my mortgage, of course I’m going to choose the mortgage.

Now the banks have more data, due to the new Comprehensive Credit Reporting regime, they

can more accurately predict your creditworthiness. That is, your willingness to repay. Research

shows that this is an important factor that will indicate whether you are at risk of defaulting on a

loan. It might sound strange to talk about a borrower’s willingness, but it relates to how serious a

borrower treats a mortgage commitment.

Therefore, banks must focus their inquiries on non-discretionary expenses and use a borrower’s

credit history to make a more balanced assessment.

Over the past two years I have spoken to many people who have wanted to buy their first home,

invest or upgrade but have not been able to do so due to the tight credit environment.

Assuming that this trend of a more normalised approach to credit policy continues, this will

increase the supply of willing investors and home buyers into the market. And as such, might be

enough to prevent further falls in median prices.
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Stuart Wemyss is an independent financial adviser and author of Investopoly: The 8 Rules for

Mastering the Game of Building Wealth.


